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MOTIVATION
Available renderers have at least one of the following weaknesses:
• Not platform-independent
• Not freely available / not Open Source
• No seamless integration of indoor into outdoor maps: Indoor

elements are rendered over outdoor elements
Ø occlusions

Our solution:
• Extension of mapsforge_flutter with indoor rendering
• Platform-independent
• Open Source
• Seamless integration of indoor elements into outdoor maps

Ø Map elements are subjects to same layout algorithm
Ø No occlusions

Fig. 1: Example of rendered map with (available) and without
(our solution) occlusions

METHODS

1. Transfer of required indoor data with level or repeat_on tag into
Mapsforge vector tiles

2. Render theme extension with render rules for indoor elements
3. Extension of the rendering library with an additional match check 

to an indoor level variable
4. Extension of the tile identification by an indoor level value for

retrieval from the cache

Fig. 2: Overview: From OSM indoor data to rendered maps (pixel
tiles).
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Discussion:
• Rendering time increases significantly at a lower zoom level

because there significantly more elements per tile have to be
rendered than at higher zoom levels.

• Desktop applications perform better than mobile applications
with a maximum average render time of 120 ms per tile. 
However, desktops usually have a larger viewport than mobile 
devices and have to render more tiles than mobile devices.

Rendering Output

Discussion:
• Rendering output for a variety of open and freely available OSM 

indoor maps
• Seamless integration of indoor into outdoor maps
• Level selection and automatic recognition of the currently

available levels was developed in Flutter as a proof of concept

FUTURE WORK
• Labels or symbols at tile boundaries are cut off due to their

direct rendering into tiles
Ø Tile boundaries must be taken into consideration when

rendering labels and sysmbols
• Flutter does not allow rendering in separate thread: parallel 

rendering of separate tiles is impossible and the rendering can
block the user interface
Ø Enabling of multi threading
Ø Hardware accelerated rendering

• Appropriate representation of underground elements and
building parts exceeding the outline of a building

This project is funded by the European Social Fund (ESF) with the project ID 
100382183.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Open Source Repository: Schwartz, M. (2020).
GitHub - mikes222/mapsforge flutter: A port of mapsforge for flutter
https://github.com/mikes222/mapsforge_flutter

Platform-independence and Performance
• Average tile render duration
• Tested on the four zoom levels: 14, 16, 18 and 20
• One example map (Chemnitz University of Technology)
• Four platforms:

Fig. 3: Averagre tile render duration for an example building


